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NIL INCIPIT – Our 8th Swiss Elite Mare, 
August 21st and 22nd 2011 
 
On the occasion of the 2011 Swiss National Stock Show in Fehraltorf, our 14-year old 
broodmare NIL INCIPIT was honored as Swiss Elite Mare due the her race record and the race 
performance of her progeny. 
 

Above: ormer race horse and successful broodmare NIL INCIPIT with 
Franziska Aeschbacher at the Swiss National Stock Show, where NIL 
INCIPIT was honored Swiss Elite Mare. Foto Franja Schmid. 

Though for the first time in her life on a 
show the former race mare NIL INCIPIT 
was showing of with her impressing trot 
enthusing the audience. 

NIL INCIPIT originates from our 
successful N-Line and is actually 
together with her family representatives 
NAYA, NIL NAJADA, NIL NUBIA, NIL 
NOUZA and NIL NAFIZA the 6

th
 Elite 

mare out of this line. 

In terms of breeding, NIL INCIPIT is the 
result of a classical outcross combining 
the stallion lines of the Egyptian Nazeer 
and the French Denouste. Trough her 
mother NIL NAJADA, the mares traces 
back 6 times to Nazeer and trough her 
father Dormane 6 times to Denouste. 
NIL INCIPIT, probably worldwide the 
first cross of a straight Egyptian mare 
with a French Stallion, combines 
genetically Egyptian speed and 
toughness with French substance and 
stamina. The result of this combination 
was a outstanding sprint mare, placed 
twice at GROUP I level over 1’300 and 
1’600 meter and black typed. In 2000 
NIL Incipit was Champion Race horse of 
Switzerland and best 3-year old race 
horse in Germany. 

 

Until today NIL INCIPIT produced 3 foals, two of them are in the age for racing and both are winners. 
Best progeny is NIL ISHAN IBN AL SAKBE, 2006 by Al Sakbe. At the age of three he won twice and 
was placed second on listed level at Zayed The First Arabian Cup in Frankfurt in 2009. Until know his 
race record contains 3 wins, 3 second places and 3 further places with a total win sum of CHF 
22’000.-.

 


